The
OurFamilyWizard®
Website
Simple, Safe, Effective and Accountable Communication

S

Structured Communication =
Reduced Litigation
“So many of the disputes that bring families back to court time and time
again involve communication breakdowns. ‘OurFamilyWizard.com’
provides families with an excellent communication vehicle that when used
regularly should substantially reduce the need to come back to court.”
“More important, regular use should help reduce the level of animosity
between parents that can be so harmful to children. Even families not
involved in court proceedings should benefit from
‘OurFamilywizard.com.’ It is an effective tool that allows parents to plan
and implement…”
-The Honorable James Swenson

Assistant Chief Judge, former Chief of Family Court
Hennepin County - Minneapolis, MN

“Why not just
use email?”
A practical example…

The Narrative

Actual Correspondence

Schmuck-wad, you didn’t pay, I still don’t know what’s happening with
swimming, and your sch*** girlfriend is making Lily
uncomfortable…again! She probably wouldn’t be if she was closer to
your age than hers, but I wouldn’t expect you to think about her instead
of you, being the putz that you are. Are you going to take on swimming
lessons completely? You know I work those afternoons. Or, are you too
busy acting the 17 year old to realize that your daughter might
appreciate having her father at the meet. Also, I’m picking up the kids
from the dentist on the 6th to trade off. Again, please pay me.
It takes more than email to get past the creative
narrative.

Empower Parents

Every page documents when
parents last viewed
information

The homepage directs parents to
new entries
They may receive text
or email alerts about new entries

Messaging
Colleen M. Norcross
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Message Report

Calendar
by Samantha J. Evian

Remove pressure points
from scheduling

Calendar
Events

Month View

Remove the
“He Said/She Said”

Calendar
Trade Request

Simple
modification
requests

Approved offers
automatically
change the
calendar

Calendar
Journal

Calendar
Holidays

Info Bank

Share Files – Medical Records

Expense Log
with Sean P. McCusker

Expense Log
Making Payments

Expense Log
Making Payments

Expense Log
Reporting

Sticking to the Basics
Schmuck-wad, you didn’t pay, I still don’t know what’s happening with
swimming, and your sch*** girlfriend is making Lily uncomfortable…again!
She probably wouldn’t be if she was closer to your age than hers, but I
wouldn’t expect you to think about her instead of you, being the putz that
you are. Are you going to take on swimming lessons completely? You know
I work those afternoons. Or, are you too busy acting the 17 year old to
realize that your daughter might appreciate having her father at the meet.
Also, I’m picking up the kids from the dentist on the 6th to trade off. Again,
please pay me.

Professional Account
Transparent and Accessible Communication

Professional Account
Transparent and Accessible Communication

Professional Account
Transparent and Accessible Communication

Professional Account
Complete Transparency

Security Matters…
SSL certificates
Firewalls
Multiple levels of encryption
Defined Session Variables
Parent accounts keep email,
phone, and address private
• 3rd party accounts have
limited access
•
•
•
•
•

Model Order Highlights
Provide a
Deadline

Exclusive
Communication
Name
participants
and order
access

Memorialize
reimbursements
and
payments

Limit
Messaging

Declarations
When Needed
•

Business Record
Affidavits
ü
ü
ü

•

Printed from OFW server on letterhead
Include Declaration of Authenticity
Signed, dated, notarized

Obtain a login history
for both parties
ü
ü

Date/Times of each sign in
IP address of each sign in

Mobile Phone Access
Android and iPhone Apps

Special Programs
Scholarship and Military Discount

“Is the program
ever contested?”
Practical examples…

Court of Common Pleas of
Westmoreland County

Hon. Kreiger

Kentucky Court of Appeals

Pennsylvania OFW Challenge
“Perplexing”

OFW en español!

Customer Service

-We take pride in our customer service.
- Available via phone and email:
14 hours a day, 7days a week.
- Will walk clients/litigants through technical questions.

info@ourfamilywizard.com
1-866-755-9991

OFW is a Bridge

-We see ourselves as a bridge.
-Most people use the site for 3.5 years

Benefits For Family Law
Practitioners
v Reduce your high conflict case load and move on to the next case
v Create accurate authenticated records. No more email, text, facebook messenger, etc.
v Free professional access
v Platform is designed for co-parent communication
v Improve client outcomes
v Protect the child from being the messenger
v Affordable for your clients

Benefits For
Family Court Judges
❖ Reduce excessive litigation, thus reducing docket size
❖ Empower parents to resolve issues themselves
❖ End the ‘he said, she said’ with reliable evidence
❖ Protect the child from being the messenger
❖ Parent coordinators, GAL’s, other neutrals can oversee family communication
❖ Affordable for your litigants, and a fee waiver is available

Kevin Dorsey
Email:
kevin@ourfamilywizard.com
Direct: 952-548-8137

Essential Elements of Implicit Bias (IB) Training
in Continuing Judicial Education
A. DEFINITION OF IMPLICIT BIAS (aka unintended bias, unconscious bias)
From The Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity, Ohio State University
http://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/research/understanding-implicit-bias/
“Defining

Implicit Bias
Also known as implicit social cognition, implicit bias refers to the attitudes or stereotypes that
affect our understanding, actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner. These biases,
which encompass both favorable and unfavorable assessments, are activated involuntarily and
without an individual’s awareness or intentional control. Residing deep in the subconscious,
these biases are different from known biases that individuals may choose to conceal for the
purposes of social and/or political correctness. Rather, implicit biases are not accessible
through introspection.
The implicit associations we harbor in our subconscious cause us to have feelings and attitudes
about other people based on characteristics such as race, ethnicity, age, and
appearance. These associations develop over the course of a lifetime beginning at a very early
age through exposure to direct and indirect messages. In addition to early life experiences, the
media and news programming are often-cited origins of implicit associations.
A Few Key Characteristics of Implicit Biases
• Implicit biases are pervasive. Everyone possesses them, even people with avowed
commitments to impartiality such as judges.
• Implicit and explicit biases are related but distinct mental constructs. They are not
mutually exclusive and may even reinforce each other.
• The implicit associations we hold do not necessarily align with our declared
beliefs or even reflect stances we would explicitly endorse.
• We generally tend to hold implicit biases that favor our own ingroup, though research
has shown that we can still hold implicit biases against our ingroup.
• Implicit biases are malleable. Our brains are incredibly complex, and the implicit
associations that we have formed can be gradually unlearned through a variety of
debiasing techniques.”
B. BRAIN SCIENCE AND DECISION-MAKING
Numerous studies have examined the brain science related to decision-making, one accessible
overview can be found in the video produced by the California Courts entitled, The Neuroscience &
Psychology of Decisionmaking, Part 3: Dismantling and Overriding Bias, Kimberly Papillon.
http://www2.courtinfo.ca.gov/cjer/864.htm
From Psychology Today, April 7, 2016, MRIs Reveal Unconscious Bias in the Brain by Bernard J.
Luskin,Ed.D, LMFT

“Neuroscience has now proven that people were not falsely claiming to believe in equality.
Instead, neuroimaging shows that decision-making automatically triggers specific regions of the
brain responsible for unconscious processing, including those measured by the Implicit
Association Test. MRI imaging showing which regions of the brain are activated during biased
responses, allow us, i.e., you, to see the occurrence of biased associations, increasing our
ability to counter or diminish them. Again, the point is that bias is in place whether you are
aware of it or not and it can be measured.
The amygdala is an almond-shaped set of neurons deep in the temporal lobe. The amygdala
has emerged as a key region of the brain in MRI bias research. The amygdala is the “emotional”
center of the brain that reacts to fear and threat and other senses. Scientists have found a
measurable correlation between amygdala activity and implicit racial bias. The point again is
that research shows a visual brain response even though an individual may not be conscious of
it.
The amygdala isn’t the only part of the brain involved in unconscious bias. The frontal cortex is
also identified as important in forming impressions of others and in measuring
empathy. Memories such as dates and facts, also subconsciously steer people toward choosing
one option over another. Understanding the implications of widespread automatic biases has
begun to change diversity programs within education and corporate America. Seeing the results
in an MRI takes subjective judgment off the table. One goal, therefore, is to educate people
about basic forms of bias that may hinder their judgment so that they can recognize and discard
their bias in the interest of achieving equity through knowledge and understanding.”
C. WHY UNDERSTANDING IB IS IMPORTANT FOR JUDGES
• Members of the judiciary are in a unique position to set the tone and standards for

interactions between court staff, legal counsel, litigants, and witnesses.
•

Displays of bias whether overt or implicit, i.e., intended or unconscious, by any participant in any
judicial proceeding against any individual or group of people based on gender, race, sexual
orientation, gender identity, national origin, ethnicity, English language proficiency, religion,
disability or age diminish the public’s trust in the integrity of the justice system, and conflict with
commonly understood concepts of professionalism and civility.

D. HOW MIGHT IB IMPACT DECISION-MAKING IN THE COURTROOM?
1) Judges make numerous decisions during the course of any proceeding over which they
preside. Implicit bias may be a factor in any procedural matter, including:
• Voir Dire
• Admissibility of evidence
• Qualifications of expert witness
• Credibility of Witness
• Jury Instruction
• Damages/Sentencing

2) Like all human beings, judges make associations about people or situations including during
proceedings over which they preside. Common associations are not always negative or
blaming:

COMMON ASSOCIATIONS
CHARACTERISTIC
Fat
Old
Tells a story to make a point
Steelers jersey is formal wear

Speaks Pittsburghese
Speaks with a Southern drawl
Shorter than average
Not a homeowner
Drives a BMW
Drives a Hummer
Carries large amounts of cash
on person
Won’t look you in the eye

Soft spoken

Speaks loudly

Over-dressed for occasion

COMMON NEGATIVE
ALTERNATIVE ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION
Lazy, undisciplined, undesirable Health issue; secure in self;
lacks access to good nutrition
Frail, slow, forgetful
Wise, mature, knowledgeable
Can’t get to the crux of a
Comes from an oral tradition or
matter
one that values storytelling
A “yinzer” (unsophisticated,
Is showing respect by wearing
restricted world view)
their most prized clothing; is
loyal to all things Pittsburgh
Undereducated,
Accessing terms that express
unsophisticated, not smart
their thoughts and feelings
Politically conservative, racist
Comes from the Deep South
Napoleon complex (male),
Overcoming a common bias
girlish (female)
Poor
May have been “redlined” out
of homeownership
Materialistic Yuppie
Feels safest in that vehicle
Gangster, drug dealer
Loves big cars
Thief, dealer, show-off
Doesn’t use banks due to
inaccessibility or past negative
experience; pays bills in cash
Untrustworthy
Cultural tradition disfavors eye
contact with authority figures
or members of opposite sex
Timid, frightened, may be lying, Vocal chords not built for
lacks confidence in their
booming voice; soft spokenviewpoint
ness valued within speaker’s
culture
Insensitive to individuals in the Vocal chords built for booming
immediate environment, is a
voice, lacks physical capacity to
bully, a know-it-all
speak more softly, has hearing
problem so compensates by
speaking loudly
Insecure, unsophisticated
Other available clothing may
be too worn or casual; limited
capacity to purchase more
suitable clothing

Under-dressed for occasion

Poor, unsophisticated,
disrespectful

Wears a lot of make-up

Is inviting sexual contact;
wants focus to be on
appearance
Is inviting sexual contact;
wants focus to be on
appearance
Fair game sexually; is inviting
sexual contact
Is a bully; is strong, forceful,
certain of opinion

Wears short skirts and high
heels, shows cleavage
Is drunk in a social setting
Interrupts others frequently

Does not interrupt

Is polite, shy, timid, unsure of
their position

Slow to offer opinion

Doesn’t have one

Unemployed

Lazy, unskilled; a moocher,
malingerer

Inarticulate

Doesn’t have a valid point to
make; lacks ability to
substantiate their assertions

Stutters

Insecure, unsure of point
they’re trying to make;
requires too much effort to
understand

May have been advised to
dress in that manner; no other
options available
May be showing respect for
occasion or venue; may be
disguising a disfigurement
Feels this mode of dress is
attractive and appropriate
Is vulnerable, needs support
Comes from a tradition where
interrupting not seen as
disrespectful but rather as
being fully engaged; hearing
may be compromised
Comes from a tradition where
interrupting considered
disrespectful; hearing may be
compromised
Needs to think before speaking
in order to speak precisely
Has health issues; lacks skills
relative to available jobs; lacks
transportation, proper
clothing, child care
Comes from a tradition that
disfavors discussion of certain
topics; is nervous; needs more
time to organize thoughts
Has a valid point but needs
assurance that others are
willing to give time for
expression of point

E. STRATEGIES FOR MINIMIZING NEGATIVE IMPACT OF IB
1) The ABA provides guidance in, “Judges: 6 strategies to combat implicit bias on
the bench” published, September 2016 found at
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/youraba/2016/september-2016/strategies-on-implicit-bias-andde-biasing-for-judges-and-lawyer.html
“Become aware; take the Implicit Association Test. The first step to de-biasing is to identify the
stereotypes that affect, often unknowingly, personal perceptions of the character and qualities of
different races and ethnic groups. The IAT measures the ease and speed with which test participants
can match concepts such as “violent” or “peaceful” with photos of people of different races.

Individuation. This strategy involves gathering very specific information about a person’s
background, tastes, hobbies and family so that your judgment will consider the particulars of that
person, rather than group characteristics.
Stereotype replacement. Modify your own approach and recognize when you are responding to a
situation or person in a stereotypical fashion. Consider the reasons and factors leading to this
response and actively replace this biased response with an unbiased one.
Counter-stereotypic imaging. After you detect a stereotyped response, think of examples of
famous people that show the stereotype to be inaccurate. Thinking of counter-stereotypic people
provides concrete examples that demonstrate the inaccuracy of stereotypes. For example, while
watching a movie that portrays black people as unintelligent, you could think of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., Barack Obama, Condoleezza Rice, Frederick Douglas or your own intelligent black friends or
acquaintances.
Perspective-taking. Consider different perspectives and step into the shoes of a stereotyped person.
This strategy can be very useful in assessing the emotional damage caused by stereotyping
others. Think about how you would feel to have your abilities questioned, or to be viewed as lazy and
potentially violent on the basis of your appearance. Perspective-taking can be used either proactively,
without any prompting from outside sources, or reactively, after a stereotypic response or portrayal
has been detected.
Increasing opportunities for contact. Actively seek out situations where you are likely to have
positive interactions with stereotyped groups. This can involve joining particular clubs or participating
in events that allow you to meet people who disconfirm stereotypes. In addition to seeking personal
contact, you can modify your visual environment by watching movies, TV and news that portray
stereotyped groups in non-stereotypical ways.”

2) Practices that reflect the four principles of Procedural Justice are a good

complement to the strategies for minimizing the negative impact of implicit bias:

Understanding – judges ensure that litigants understand their rights and the procedures involved in
the matter before the Court.
Neutrality – judges, court personnel, and legal counsel consistently and transparently effectuate
process.
Voice – judges convey to participants that they will have the opportunity to tell their side of the story.
Respect – judges, court personnel, and legal counsel treat all with dignity and respect by observing
basic rules of common courtesy. Please, thank you, apology for delay, etc.
The above is a paraphrasing of material contained in a video produced by the Center for Court
Innovation found at https://www.courtinnovation.org/publications/what-procedural-justice.

